
September 15, 1999 

Dear Harold, 

With the anniversary of the Dealy Plaza affair upon us, the 

apologists and officialists are back at it trying to deflect attention from 

the actual event. The greatest effort seemed to be in September, 1993, 

with Posner's nonsense at the 30th year!!! The attached reprint from 

the Miami Herald of 9/12/99 is the latest weak attempt: I thought 
*senko's was the.5oviets' ligontius Pilate effort and now they toss 

4 
Mitrokhin and THE SWORD AND THE SHIELD into the mix. I am sorry about 

• the lousy copy but I am sure you find this not to be news!: 

The whole thing is such 	farce!: You are right° it is two crimes::: 

• — The killing and the cover-up irst there were those who wanted him out of 

office and second, those 	o were glad, he was::: In my previous study, 
o 
g o 	research and analysis, I concluded the same was true in the Lincoln 

• case - two crimes!!! 

Boswell's "mistakes" are a joke. As I wrote before, my one nephew is 
a successful chiropractor in St. Paul (successful meaning he meets his 

ro 

• 

0 
113 	payroll, pays his bills and shows a profit); his major income source is 

▪ J,.) 	legal input as a friend of 4he court at 	00.00 an hour!: If he said his 
P 
= 	sketches, drawings, photos, X-rays, etc., were not meant to be accurate, 

he'd be laughed out of court!!! 

Humes, reciting details to an artist in lieu of best evidence, does 

not jell!!! I've been in many seminars and managevt classes where the 
difficulty of communications is demonstrated. Someone in another room 
with chalk and a blackboard is "told" by someone in another room to draw 
a simple object that is being verbally described. The person cannot draw 
something as simple as a cigarette. And we are told an artist could very 
accurately duplicate a photo described to them by Humes!!!! I think not! 

And so it goes with the likes of Mitrokhin and his "revelations" 
screening and glossing over all the boo-boos!!! I still say the bullet 
magic never happened and that implies a lot of things!!! 

The following cartoon had nothing to do with the JFK case, but, I 
always believed it was basically the cause of removing JFK from office 
sincl it was his intent to ultimately remove the pig!!! 

Best regards, etc., 

Paul faller (27 

fy 

)1/4o.1  


